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Dear customers, this year we celebrate 25 years of operating in the lighting sector. We have 

decided to take advantage of this festive occasion to update our company logo. the new 

logo embodies the dynamic and innovative development that we are constantly going 

through. We believe that you will quickly feel comfortable with the new and modern con-

cept behind our logo and it will become synonymous for traditional czech and modern 

lighting design, just as the original logo was.



Jablonec nad Nisou
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Co-founders of ArtGlass

Prague

about us

artGlass ltd. is a purely czech pro-export corporation that is grow-

ing dynamically without foreign capital and is based in Jablonec nad 

nisou, a picturesque town in the north of the czech republic. the 

town has a long tradition of glass making and glass processing and is 

called “the city of glass and jewelry”.

the company operates in 45 global markets and is continuously work-

ing towards entering new ones with humility and respect. artGlass 

has been active in the market for 25 years with great success, and 

has the vision to become a world producer of original and design-led 

lighting made from high-quality materials with a high proportion of 

manual craftsmanship.

the company currently employs around 100 qualified employees and 

works very closely with renowned czech glassmakers and world-fa-

mous designers. artGlass’s great strength is the company’s in-house 

team of progressive designers, whose original and unique ideas in 

terms of high-quality design now adorn countless interiors around 

the world.

after 25 years of continuous development it is currently possible to di-

vide the production programme at artGlass ltd. into three branch-

es: the production of traditional czech crystal chandeliers; modern 

design collections and custom-made chandeliers.





artGlass is constantly investing in its development, new technologies and the skills of its employees. lighting de-

signs and models are created in our own design studio, which is equipped with state-of-the-art technology. using 3D 

software we are able to visualise the entire installation in its interior. We then elaborate on this proposal down to the 

last detail, including the preparation of technical documentation for production itself.

We can be proud of the fact that the majority of the manufactured parts are the result of work by our skilled craftsmen. 

the company has a modern metal workshop where our specialists are able to construct even the most demanding 

metal structures for our installations.

proDuction



artGlass is equipped with a modern ultrasonic washer, which ensures high qual-

ity cleaning of even the most complicated parts while also being environmentally 

friendly. in 2017 our new galvanizing plant and paint shop were completed, which 

significantly expanded the range of surface finish options we offer.

We also produce fittings and connecting accessories on automated machines. We 

produce approximately 25 kinds of chains and joints in various surface finishes, for 

our own use or for sale.

artGlass cooperates with most czech glassworks, both in the production of chan-

deliers with classic trimmings or when working on special installations. czech glass 

masters create custom glass components for us, including arms, bowls, vases, stems; 

and unique design components such as flowers, butterflies, snowflakes and abstract 

elements that later create unique installations.

our lighting installations use modern lighting technology and lighting control to 

enhance the beauty of our glass while meeting all the lighting requirements of the 

room.

proDuction





our offer
traDitional czech
crystal chanDeliers

We are a proud follower of more than 500 years of tradition in 

chandelier production in the czech republic. artGlass offers 

more than a thousand unique lighting products.

our selection consists mainly of traditional lighting fixtures 

with glass or metal arms, basket and ceiling lights, lighting fix-

tures with cast metal arms, traditional marie therese chande-

liers and contemporary crystal lighting fixtures. every single 

lighting fixture from the artGlass collection forms a perfect 

whole, giving the perfect decorative touch to traditional or 

modern interiors.







our offer
moDern DesiGn 
collections

modern design collections represent our original vision of 

transforming a project installation into a smaller model that 

will suitably complement a modern home. these contempo-

rary design collections are displayed in all their glory in our 

new, unique „Vision“ catalogue.

Vision features sophisticated lighting fixtures whose design and 

innovative execution will add flair and interest to any interior.  

the individual pieces are composed to form a lighting fixture 

customised to meet the specific needs of the customer, or 

constructed to form more cosy residential lighting, or even 

wall lamps.









our main focus at the moment is on custom-made chan-

deliers. thanks to our exclusive experience in the field and 

our flexible production facilities, we can create unique or 

large-scale lighting to our own designs or to yours. our 

experienced team of designers can accommodate all 

the’needs and requirements our customers may have. our 

highly skilled craftsmen ensure high standards, top quality 

and original lighting products. 3D sketches created using 

solid-Works software enable our customers to see how 

their lighting will look and to fine tune the details. our team 

of designers has successfully completed hundreds of pro-

jects. this is testament to the impressive range of design 

and manufacturing capabilities of our company, which en-

able us to design lighting in perfect synchrony with our 

customers’ interiors, be they traditional or contemporary, 

taking into account the requirements of different cultures.

our offer
custom-maDe chanDeliers



our team
of DesiGners



choosing the right lighting fixture 

can be a complex process – one 

we’re here to help you with.

the birth of 
a chanDelier
Dome

if you would like a bespoke fixture 

designed, we will give you a clearer 

idea of the fixture by showing you 

an outline, sketch or other visual ref-

erences, often generated from the 

3D model.

When all the components are ready, 

we test the fixture by fully or partly 

assembling it. next, we carefully 

package all the components of the 

lighting fixture and send them directly 

to you.

installation is another service we pro-

vide and we can install our fixtures 

anywhere in the world.





a Glimpse of our proJects
hotel růže

the růže project, finished in 2001, is just one of the many successful 

projects we have completed. in the historical center of Český krumlov, 

a unesco World heritage site, the former 16th-century Jesuit college 

has been converted into a beautiful boutique hotel, hotel růže. chande-

liers with metal arms, specially tailored by artGlass to fit the interiors of the 

hotel růže, provide unique decoration for the hotel’s conference rooms: 

the Jesuit and hall and the banquet hall. the hotel rooms are also deco-

rated with artGlass lighting fixtures.



a Glimpse of our proJects
saGan castle

another successful project was sagan castle in poland, which has a rich history that dates back to the 13th 

century. in 2013 we furnished sagan castle with traditional marie therese chandeliers and artGlass lighting 

fixtures - they adorn the baroque interior of the castle beautifully and accentuate the exquisite architecture of 

that period.



a Glimpse of our proJects
shootinG ranGe tÁbor

the neo-renaissance shooting range project in tábor is another 

interesting project. since its construction in 1895, the renaissance 

shooting range has been a prestigious social venue. the beauti-

ful hall has hosted various social events and concerts. in 2003, the 

whole area was proclaimed a national heritage site of the czech 

republic. the beautiful renaissance interior of the shooting range 

is furnished with unique artGlass lighting fixtures. the golden bas-

ket lights with milk glass lamps dominate the grand staircases and 

walkways of the shooting range. artGlass worked on this special 

project in 2008.



a Glimpse of our proJects
oDessa resiDence proJect

our portfolio of projects includes a private residence in 

odessa in ukraine. in 2013, we fitted the residence with 

a combination of modern and traditional lighting. the 

rooms are decorated with custom ceiling or wall fixtures, 

including a beautiful marie therese chandelier and cast 

ceiling and wall lights. a huge custom-made crystal spiral 

fixture sets off the internal spiral staircase perfectly.







a Glimpse of our proJects
praGue resiDence proJect

last but not least is an installation we completed in a private home 

in prague in 2016. the lighting fixture designed for the entrance hall 

was inspired by the Wiener secession style, and consists of a bas-

ket made of brass sheets, profiles and castings with eight lanterns 

around the perimeter, richly hung with glass tubes. the fixtures for 

the other rooms in the home follow a similar design so that all the 

lights complement each other nicely while respecting the custom-

er’s requirements.

the project also included crystal sinks, cut with great accuracy to 

the design of our lead designer. the whole installation is comple-

mented by four all glass design tables made from blown glass. this 

project is a stunning example of ability to create unique lighting 

fixtures in line with our customer’s expectations, and also to col-

laborate with other leading czech glassworks and glassblowers to 

create additional complementary glass products.





a Glimpse of our proJects
yantarnaya casino

the new casino yantarnaya interiors in kaliningrad were fit-

ted in 2017 with artGlass custom crystal lighting fixtures in 

modern design. thousands of glittering crystals illuminated 

by a high number of light sources give the place the atmos-

phere of luxury and nobility.



a Glimpse of our proJects
lotus sinGapore

it was an honor and a great pleasure when our custom-

er asked us to produce a lotus flower-shaped lighting fix-

ture for a private buddhist temple. lotus is in the buddhist 

spiritual understanding the symbol of the beginning, the 

origin of life, the rebirth, and the purity. let our lighting fix-

ture, like a lotus flower in the nature that grows out of the 

mud to finally appear clean and radiant on the water sur-

face, shine in that distant temple and brighten the eyes of 

the incoming in their spiritual moments.

the tibetan Óm mani padmé húm on each individual lotus 

leaf of the fixture was also custom-made with respect to 

customer’s request.



a Glimpse of our proJects
Great britain priVate 
resiDence

We have a private residence in the uk equipped with  

a combination of custom-made and residential lighting fix-

tures. the main element of the staircase interior is a cus-

tom made 6 meter high cascade lighting fixture. individual 

cascades have irregular edges formed by shining trimmings 

that evoke overflowing water. the other rooms of the resi-

dence were equipped with smaller trimmings fixtures that 

underline the exquisite design of the entire mansion.





our Goal

our goal is to create unique and top-quality lighting 

fixtures, which can take their place as eye-catching ac-

cessories in your interiors. our top priority is customer 

satisfaction. We place great importance on friendly cus-

tomer service, comprehensive consultation and a tai-

lored approach to account for each customer’s needs 

and requirements. this approach is deeply enmeshed 

with an emphasis on quality and respect of the cus-

tomer’s deadlines. the result of this unique approach 

means that our lighting fixtures are not only created 

to fully satisfy our customers’ design requirements, 

but, thanks to our accurate and thoroughly monitored 

manufacturing processes, they are also a pleasure to 

use and their longevity is guaranteed.



our mission

Working with glass requires great imagination, at-

tention to detail, precision and, above all, passion. 

Glass offers endless possibilities in processing and 

imbues individual lighting fixtures with unmistaka-

ble charm and originality. light refraction and color 

reflections create a breathtaking spectacle that nev-

er gets old and is a constant pleasure to behold. 

let yourself be enthralled by our lighting fixtures, 

carefully designed so as to provide an unforgetta-

ble sight from any angle, in both natural and arti-

ficial light. We are fortunate that our work is more 

a calling than anything else. as the heirs to over 

500 years of the czech tradition of glass processing, 

our every effort goes towards maintaining the interna-

tional repute of our crystal chandeliers. as our custom-

er, you can either browse our vast collection of lighting 

fixtures to find your perfect match or let us, masters of 

our craft, suggest a unique lighting solution to fit your 

requirements.





our partners

over time, we have expanded into many foreign mar-

kets and continuing to do so remains a priority of our 

company. Good quality and reliable relationships with 

our partners are very important to us and we are con-

stantly working on building and strengthening these 

relationships. at present, we have business partners 

in the following countries: armenia, bolivia, Great brit-

ain, hungary, lithuania, malaysia, moldova, myanmar, 

poland, south africa, romania, russia, kazakhstan, 

ukraine, Vietnam, thailand and others. further informa-

tion and contact details of our partners can be found at 

www.artglass.cz.



eXhibitions

maintaining visibility by displaying our products and expansion 

into other markets are very important to us, which is why each 

year we participate in exhibitions around the world. this year we 

have presented our new modern design collection particles at 

prestigious international exhibition light + building 2018 for the 

first time.



eXhibitions

artGlass regularly exhibits for example at light and building in 

frankfurt am main, moscow interlight in russia, interion mebel 

and comfort house in kiev, light in Warsaw and Vietbuild in Vi-

etnam.



certificates

at artGlass we place great emphasis on the quality of manufactured 

lighting fixtures. We use components from leading czech and europe-

an manufacturers in our lighting fixtures and we also work alongside 

a renowned local glassworks. each component and then each fin-

ished product are subjected to careful controls during the manu-

facturing process. at the end of the process, the products are en-

cased in suitable packaging that ensures our lighting fixtures can 

be transported safely to anywhere in the world. the following 

certificates guarantee the quality and safety of our products. our 

lighting fixtures are tested by the czech electrotechnical testing 

institute (ezu) and are certified according to european standards. 

all our lighting fixtures bear certificates from the iecee cb scheme 

and esČ certificates. We are also issued certificates based on our 

cb certificate for ukraine and for the customs union of russia, be-

larus, kazakhstan and thailand. in order to maintain our esČ certifi-

cate, our lighting fixtures are continuously reassessed. our pendant 

lights are also certified according to ul standards, which allows us 

to sell these lightings in the usa, where the ul standard is required.



installation

our team will maintain contact with you during the 

construction of your building. We will send you con-

struction readiness requirements in advance, such 

as the weight of the lighting fixtures, the electricity 

input requirements, etc. fixture assembly is carried 

out by our experienced team of assemblers for both 

domestic and international projects.



www.artglass.cz

artglass s.r.o.
smetanova 1659/42, 466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou

info@artglass.cz
+420 483 369 111, +420 483 369 113
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